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Abstract

Background Considerable debate remains over which

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction technique

can best restore knee stability. Traditionally, femoral tun-

nel drilling has been done through a previously drilled

tibial tunnel; however, potential nonanatomic tunnel

placement can produce a vertical graft, which although it

would restore sagittal stability, it would not control rota-

tional stability. To address this, some suggest that the

femoral tunnel be created independently of the tibial tunnel

through the use of an anteromedial (AM) portal, but

whether this results in a more anatomic footprint or in

stability comparable to that of the intact contralateral knee

still remains controversial.

Questions/purposes (1) Does the AM technique achieve

footprints closer to anatomic than the transtibial (TT)

technique? (2) Does the AM technique result in stability

equivalent to that of the intact contralateral knee? (3) Are

there differences in patient-reported outcomes between the

two techniques?

Methods Twenty male patients who underwent a bone-

patellar tendon-bone autograft were recruited for this study,

10 in the TT group and 10 in the AM group. Patients in

each group were randomly selected from four surgeons at

our institution with both groups demonstrating similar

demographics. The type of procedure chosen for each

patient was based on the preferred technique of the sur-

geon. Some surgeons exclusively used the TT technique,

whereas other surgeons specifically used the AM tech-

nique. Surgeons had no input on which patients were

chosen to participate in this study. Mean postoperative time

was 13 ± 2.8 and 15 ± 3.2 months for the TT and AM

groups, respectively. Patients were identified retrospec-

tively as having either the TT or AM Technique from our

institutional database. At followup, clinical outcome scores

were gathered as well as the footprint placement and knee

stability assessed. To assess the footprint placement and

knee stability, three-dimensional surface models of the

femur, tibia, and ACL were created from MRI scans. The

femoral and tibial footprints of the ACL reconstruction as

compared with the intact contralateral ACL were deter-

mined. In addition, the AP displacement and rotational

displacement of the femur were determined. Lastly, as a

secondary measurement of stability, KT-1000 measure-

ments were obtained at the followup visit. An a priori
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sample size calculation indicated that with 2n = 20 patients,

we could detect a difference of 1 mm with 80% power at

p \ 0.05. A Welch two-sample t-test (p \ 0.05) was

performed to determine differences in the footprint mea-

surements, AP displacement, rotational displacement, and

KT-1000 measurements between the TT and AM groups.

We further used the confidence interval approach with 90%

confidence intervals on the pairwise mean group differ-

ences using a Games-Howell post hoc test to assess

equivalence between the TT and AM groups for the pre-

viously mentioned measures.

Results The AM and TT techniques were the same in

terms of footprint except in the distal-proximal location of

the femur. The TT for the femoral footprint (DP%D) was

9% ± 6%, whereas the AM was �1% ± 13% (p = 0.04).

The TT technique resulted in a more proximal footprint and

therefore a more vertical graft compared with intact ACL.

The AP displacement and rotation between groups were the

same and clinical outcomes did not demonstrate a

difference.

Conclusions Although the AM portal drilling may place

the femoral footprint in a more anatomic position, clinical

stability and outcomes may be similar as long as attempts

are made at creating an anatomic position of the graft.

Level of Evidence Level III, therapeutic study.

Introduction

Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction is one of

the most commonly performed outpatient orthopaedic

surgeries in the United States and is typically performed in

the setting of sports injuries [18, 24, 26, 30, 31]. Because

many patients who undergo these procedures are young and

active, surgical stabilization of the knee is an attractive

option [1, 18, 25, 41]. However, which technique and graft

to use to best restore knee stability are matters of debate.

Autologous bone-patellar tendon-bone (BPTB) is a

commonly used graft choice in ACL reconstruction [3–5,

20, 35, 43]. Anatomic placement is considered optimal to

provide maximum stability. Traditionally, femoral tunnel

drilling has been done through a previously drilled tibial

tunnel [1, 11, 23, 26]; however, the results of this approach

have sometimes been disappointing because a more verti-

cal graft could limit rotational stability [37, 45]. Some have

therefore suggested that the femoral tunnel be created

independently of the tibial tunnel through the use of an

anteromedial drilling portal [8, 13, 20]. Most studies report

that the anatomic tibial and femoral footprints are more

frequently restored using this anteromedial (AM) technique

when compared with the transtibial (TT) technique [1, 26,

44, 46].

However, it is not clear if the footprints reproduced with

the AM technique equate to improved knee stability as

compared with the stability of the intact contralateral knee

when compared with the TT technique. We therefore asked

the following: (1) Does the AM technique achieve foot-

prints closer to anatomic than the TT technique? (2) Does

the AM technique result in stability equivalent to that of

the intact contralateral knee? (3) Are there differences in

patient-reported outcomes between the two techniques?

Patients and Methods

Patient Selection

In accordance with institutional review board approval and

the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

(HIPAA) regulations, 20 male patients qualifying for this

study were randomly selected from a retrospective database

(between December 2009 and June 2011) from the cohort of

four surgeons with approximately 50 years of combined

experience (LMJ, ES, DP, OHS) at our teaching hospital,

who predominantly performed either the TT technique or the

AM technique. The indication for surgery in all cases was a

symptomatic ACL tear with feelings of giving way. Choice

of technique was based on which technique the surgeon

performed. Some surgeons exclusively used the TT tech-

nique, whereas the other surgeons specifically used the AM

technique. To be included in this study, patients needed to be

male between the ages of 18 and 40 years who had under-

gone a unilateral ACL reconstruction with a single-bundle

BTB autograft and with an intact contralateral knee and be

at least 6 months postoperative, having fully completed their

rehabilitation protocol and with quadriceps strength in the

reconstructed leg of at least 80% that in the intact con-

tralateral leg. Furthermore, if a meniscal defect was noted, it

needed to compose less than one-third of the meniscus. Any

patient undergoing a meniscal repair was excluded. Women

were also excluded from the study because of possible dif-

ferences in kinematics between males and females [16, 22,

39]. Of the patients who met these criteria, 20 were ran-

domly selected by a blinded member of our research staff,

10 patients were in the TT group with a mean age of 26 ± 7

years, mean body mass index (BMI) of 25 ± 2 kg/m2, and a

mean time postoperative time of 15 ± 3 months (range,

11–20 months). The 10 patients in the AM group had a mean

age of 27 ± 6 years, mean BMI of 26 ± 3 kg/m2, and a

mean time postoperatively of 13 ± 3 months (range, 8–16

months) (Table 1). The Welch two-sample t-test was used to

confirm that there were no differences in age, BMI, or time

postoperatively between groups (p = 0.92, p = 0.43, and

p = 0.13, respectively).
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Patients from both groups returned for a 6-month fol-

low-up appointment at which time the surgeon performed a

pivot shift examination, as described by Noulis and mod-

ified by Noyes et al. [32, 33].

Assessment of Footprint and Stability

Assessment of the footprint for this study involved the use

of MRI to assess the ACL footprint locations as well as AP

displacement and rotation under applied load. The

methodology used was similar to the protocol of Arno et al.

[6]. Subjects were placed supine in a plastic rig with the

nonsurgical knee at 15� of flexion. The subject’s foot was

securely placed in a surgical boot attached to a back plate.

The back plate was positioned on two rails so that the

distance from the receiving coil to the footrest could be

adjusted based on the subject’s height. A shoulder brace

was also present to prevent movement of the subject once

the loads were applied. On the left and right panels of the

back plate, a rope was secured and pulled through an

opening in the shoulder brace, where hooks were placed for

the application of weights. A total compressive force of

222 N was applied along the tibial long axis and the first

MRI scan completed. A Siemens MAGNETOM Verio 3-

Tesla MRI machine (Siemens, Malvern, PA, USA) and

Transmit/Receive 15 Channel Knee Coil with a 3D-Proton

Density-non-Fat Suppressed-SPACE (Sampling Perfection

with Application optimized Contrasts using different flip

angle Evolutions) sequence (1000/46 [TR/TE]: flip angle,

120�; repetition time, 1000 msec; echo time, 46 msec;

bandwidth, 97.3 Hz/pixel; matrix size, 320 9 300 pixels;

voxel size, 0.5 9 0.5 9 0.5 mm3) was used. On completion

of this scan, an internal tibial torque of 5 Nm was applied at

the surgical boot in addition to the compression, and a

second scan was taken. During the second scan, the reso-

lution was increased to 1.0 9 1.0 9 1.0 mm to reduce

acquisition time from 11 minutes to 5 minutes. This was

then repeated for the knee that underwent the ACL

reconstruction. The loads used were chosen to mimic

anatomic loading conditions, although the compression

was reduced by a factor of 3 because it was not practical

for patients to sustain such loads for the duration of the

MRI scan [6, 15, 21].

After testing, the scans were analyzed in 3DDoctor

(Able Software Corp, Lexington, MA, USA) and the

femur, tibia, and ACL were manually segmented on each

slice in the sagittal plane. These outlines were then com-

bined in the software to create three-dimensional (3-D)

surface models. The surface models from the compression-

only and the compression-and-torque scans were exported

into Rapidform XOV (Inus Technology, Seoul, Korea) for

analysis. The tibia from the compression-only and the

compression-and-torque scans were superimposed using a

least-squares algorithm to act as a reference. The femur and

ACL from the compression-and-torque scan were then

transformed using the matrix from the tibia superposition.

With the models properly aligned, the displacement of the

femur after the application of the torque was determined in

Rapidform XOV and represented by a color map. The

average medial anterior and lateral posterior femoral dis-

placement was determined using the color map histogram.

The difference in displacement between the ACL-recon-

structed knee and the intact contralateral knee was used for

analysis such that the intact contralateral knee served as a

control for each patient (MAD = medial anterior differ-

ence; LPD = lateral posterior difference) (Refer to

Appendix 1 for a description of the key terms.). A differ-

ence within ± 1.0 mm was considered similar.

Furthermore, the Welch two-sample t-test or the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test (p\0.5) combined with equivalence testing

was performed to determine if the MAD and LPD mea-

sures were equivalent in the TT and AM groups. It is

important to note that the displacements reported from the

MRI were the result of the presence of torque and are

therefore a measure of rotational stability as opposed to the

KT-1000 displacements, which are a result of shear and

therefore a measure of AP stability. The rotational stability

was the primary stability measure in this study, which was

used to test the hypothesis.

In addition to the femoral displacements resulting from

the applied internal tibial torque, we also determined the

amount of femoral rotation that occurred. To do this, best-

fit circles were created in the sagittal section on the medial

Table 1. Demographics of the cohorts

Age (years) Body mass index (kg/m2) Postoperative followup (months)

Demographics Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD

TT group (n = 10) 26.2 ± 7.1 25.4 ± 2.2 14.6 ± 3.2

AM group (n = 10) 26.5 ± 5.7 26.6 ± 2.9 13.0 ± 2.8

p value 0.92 0.42 0.13

TT = transtibial; AM = anteromedial.
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and lateral femoral condyles. The line joining these circles

was a vector defined as the circular axis. The angle

between the circular axis from the compression-only state

and that from the compression-and-torque state was then

measured in Rapidform XOR. Similar to the displacement

measurements, the difference in rotation (RD) between the

ACL-reconstructed knee and the intact contralateral knee

was used for analysis. A difference within ± 3� was con-
sidered similar. The Welch two-sample t-test (p \ 0.5)

combined with equivalence testing was performed to

determine if the rotation of the knee was equivalent in the

TT and AM groups.

To measure the femoral and tibial footprint position,

images of the compression-only 3-D model in the sagittal

and axial plane were obtained from Rapidform XOV and

opened in Google SketchUp (Google Inc, Mountain View,

CA, USA), similar to the methodology of Tsukada et al.

[45] To determine the tibial footprint position, a box was

drawn around the tibia in the axial plane and the AP and

mediolateral (ML) distance was measured (Fig. 1). The

distance from the center of the tibial footprint to the

anterior line of the box was measured and divided by the

AP distance of the box to get the TAP%. This was repeated

in the ML direction to determine the ML%. On the femur, a

box was drawn in the sagittal plane bounding the area from

the femoral axis to the most posterior aspect of the femoral

condyle and the most proximal and distal aspects of Blu-

mensaat’s line (Fig. 2). The AP and distal-proximal (DP)

measurements of this box were then measured. The dis-

tance from the centroid of the femoral footprint to the

anterior line of the box was measured and divided by the

AP distance to get the FAP%. Likewise, the distance from

the centroid of the femoral footprint to the distal aspect of

the box was determined and divided by the DP distance to

obtain the DP%. Each of these measures of the ACL

footprint was taken five times and the average value

reported. In addition, all measurements were completed for

the ACL reconstruction as well as the intact contralateral

ACL and the difference between the two measurements

calculated (ML% D; TAP% D; DP% D; FAP% D). A

difference within 10% was considered similar. In addition

to the footprint position, ImageJ (National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) was used to measure the

percentage of the intact contralateral ACL femoral foot-

print, which was overlapped by the ACL reconstruction

footprint. To obtain this measurement, Rapidform XOV

was used to mirror and align the left femur and ACL to

Fig. 2 A box bounding the area from the femoral axis to the most

posterior aspect of the femoral condyle and the most proximal and

distal aspects of Blumensaat’s line (yellow line) was used to

determine the relative position of the ACL footprint. A = anterior;

D = distal.

Fig. 1 A box bounding the most AP and ML aspects of the tibial

plateau was used to determine the relative position of the ACL

footprint.
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match the right femur. A sagittal image was imported into

ImageJ and the portion of the intact contralateral ACL

footprint, which was overlapped by the ACL reconstruction

footprint, was determined (Fig. 3). This was then divided

by the total area of the intact contralateral ACL footprint to

define the %Overlap. A %Overlap equal to or greater than

70% was considered similar.

Secondary Assessment of Stability

Patients underwent testing of AP stability using the KT-

1000 arthrometer (MEDmetric Corporation, San Diego,

CA, USA). The patients were asked to lie supine and the

knee flexed to 30� with the aid of a thigh support. Knee

flexion was confirmed with a goniometer that was also used

to determine the ROM in both limbs. The arthrometer was

securely fastened to the anterior tibia and measurements

obtained at 67 N, 89 N, and 133 N. Four measurements

were taken at each force and the mean used for analysis.

The difference in measurement between the reconstructed

and intact contralateral knee was then calculated (KT-1000

D).

Patient-reported Outcomes

At the time of final follow-up for this study, patients filled

out the following questionnaires: Tegner activity scale,

Lysholm knee scoring scale, and the Knee Injury and

Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS). These data were

used to compare the two groups and were not used to

determine the efficacy of either technique.

Statistical Methods

The Welch two-sample t-test (p \ 0.05) combined with

equivalence testing was performed to determine if the

footprint location differences between knees (ie, ML%D)

were equivalent in the TT and AM groups and to determine

if the %Overlap was equivalent in the TT and AM groups.

This statistical test was also used to determine if the KT-

1000 measurements differed between the TT and AM

groups and if the patient outcome scores were different for

the TT and AM groups. To determine if all values were

similar, we further performed the confidence interval

approach because of its popularity as an equivalency test-

ing method and its ease of use and interpretation [36]. We

calculated the 90% confidence intervals on the pairwise

mean group differences using a Games-Howell post hoc

test. It is these 90% confidence intervals, taken from the

post hoc comparisons, which were used to test whether the

mean group differences were within the equivalence

intervals. If the confidence intervals were within the

equivalence intervals, equivalency was concluded. To

assess equivalence for the primary hypothesis, an equiva-

lence interval of ± 10% was used. To assess equivalence

for the secondary hypothesis, an equivalence interval of ±

1 mm was used.

An a priori sample size calculation, based on the data of

Bowers et al. [11], indicated that with 2n = 20 patients, we

could detect a difference of 1 mm with 80% power at

p\ 0.05.

Results

Analysis of Graft Footprints and Stability

Overall, the footprint analysis revealed that the tibial and

femoral footprint difference measures were equivalent

between the TT and AM groups for all but the DP% D

(Table 2). ML%D for the tibial footprint in the TT group

was �3% ± 3%, whereas for the AM group, it was �2% ±

4% resulting in a p value of 0.65, although the TAP%D for

the tibial footprint was 5% ± 9% for the TT group and 3%

± 6% for the AM group (p = 0.56). On the other hand, the

DP%D for the femoral footprint was 9% ± 6% for the TT

group and �1% ± 13% for the AM group (p = 0.04). The

FAP%D for the TT group was �9% ± 8% and �7% ± 8%

for the AM group (p = 0.64). In the TT group, the ACL

femoral footprint was more proximal than the intact ACL,

resulting in a more vertical graft. The tibial footprint of the

ACL reconstruction of all but three patients in the TT

group and four patients in the AM group was placed further

posterior and medial than the intact contralateral ACL

tibial footprint.

Fig. 3 %Overlap was used as a secondary measure of the femoral

footprint placement with respect to the intact ACL. ACL reconstruc-

tion footprint = yellow; intact ACL footprint = blue; portion of intact

ACL footprint overlapped by the ACL reconstruction footprint =

orange. A = anterior.
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With the numbers available, the %Overlap of the

femoral footprint was found to be no greater in the AM

group (61%) than in the TT group (55%; p = 0.63).

Of interest, only three patients in the cohort of 20 had all

femoral and tibial footprint measures within the accept-

able values for similarity and yet all three patients

exhibited discrepancies in the rotational stability measures

between knees. All other patients had at least one tibial or

femoral footprint measure outside of the acceptable values

for similarity. The greatest discrepancy was seen for a

patient (TT group) whose femoral footprint was shifted

proximal and posterior compared with the intact footprint

(DP% D of 22%, FAP% D of 12%, and a %Overlap of

19%) resulting in a more vertical graft, yet this patient

exhibited the smallest between knee difference in stability

of the 20-patient cohort (MAD of 0.07 mm, a LPD of 0.46

mm, and a RD of 0.18�).

Secondary Stability

The KT-1000D measures for both the TT and AM groups

at all forces were found to be similar (Table 3). The KT-

1000D measured at 67 N, 89 N, and 133 N. For the TT

group, the measurements were found to be 0.5 ± 1.3, 0.6 ±

1.7, and 1.2 ± 2.1, respectively, whereas the AM group

demonstrated �0.2 ± 1.3, 0.0 ± 1.3, and 0.1 ± 1.6,

respectively (p = 0.26, p = 0.36, p = 0.21). This was con-

sistent with the clinical pivot shift examination, which was

negative for all patients. Overall, the ROM between limbs

was similar with an average of 139� ± 3� in the intact

contralateral limb and an average of 135� ± 11� in the

ACL-reconstructed limb.

MRI measures indicated that the MAD, LPD, and RD

measures, indicating rotational stability, were equivalent

among the TT and AM groups (Table 3). These findings

were similar to those obtained with arthrometry. In the

intact contralateral knee, the femur underwent an external

rotation relative to the tibia with a small anterior dis-

placement of the medial condyle (overall average = 0.94

mm) and a larger posterior displacement of the lateral

condyle (overall average = 1.49 mm). In the ACL-recon-

structed knee, a similar external rotation was seen (Fig. 4).

There were eight patients in the TT group and seven in the

AM group who had similar rotational stability measures

between knees (MAD and LPD within ± 1.0 mm; RD

within ± 3�) as the result of the application of an internal

torque during the MRI. Of the five patients who did have a

discrepancy between knees, one patient (AM group) also

had a limited ROM of 100�. There was otherwise no

Table 2. Mean ± SD footprint difference measures (difference = ACL reconstructed knee placement—intact contralateral knee displacement)

in the TT (n = 10) and AM (n = 10) groups*

Group Tibial footprint Femoral footprint

ML% D TAP% D DP% D FAP% D

TT group �3% ± 3% 5% ± 9% 9% ± 6% �9% ± 8%

AM group �2% ± 4% 3% ± 6% �1% ± 13% �7% ± 8%

p value 0.65 0.56 0.04 0.64

Equivalent? Yes Yes No Yes

* Only the DP% D was found to be statistically different between groups; ML% D = mediolateral % difference; TAP% D = tibial AP%

difference; DP% D = distal-proximal % difference; FAP% D = femoral AP % difference; TT = transtibial; AM = anteromedial.

Table 3. Mean ± SD displacement and rotation differences (difference = ACL reconstructed knee – intact contralateral knee) in the TT (n = 10)

and AM (n = 10) groups*

Group KT-1000 D MRI displacement MRI rotation

67 N 89 N 133 N MAD LPD RD

TT group 0.5 ± 1.3 0.6 ± 1.7 1.2 ± 2.1 0.06 ± 0.42 0.16 ± 0.93 1.33� ± 1.05�
AM group �0.2 ± 1.3 0.0 ± 1.3 0.1 ± 1.6 0.08 ± 0.50 0.25 ± 1.17 1.46� ± 1.26�
p value 0.26 0.36 0.21 0.52 0.62 0.81

Equivalent? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

* All measures were found to be statistically equivalent between groups; all displacements are in mm and rotation is in degrees; KT-1000 is a

measure of AP stability and all MRI parameters are a measure of rotational stability; KT-1000 D = KT-1000 arthrometer measurement

difference; MAD = medial anterior displacement difference; LPD = lateral posterior displacement difference; RD = rotation difference; TT =

transtibial; AM = anteromedial.
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association between the rotational stability measures and

the questionnaire scores or ROM.

Clinical Outcome Scores

There were no differences between the TT and AM groups

with the numbers available in any of the questionnaire

scores. The Lysholm score for the TT group was 90 ± 8,

whereas the AM group had a score of 91 ± 9 (p = 0.71).

The Tegner preoperative mean score for the TT group was

8 ± 1 and 8 ± 1 for the AM group (p = 0.26). The post-

operative mean score also showed no different with the TT

group presenting with 7 ± 2, whereas the AM group was 6

± 2 (p = 0.51). All five measures on the KOOS (symptoms,

pain, daily living, sports and recreation, and quality of life)

showed no difference between the TT and AM groups

(Table 4).

Discussion

ACL reconstruction is one of the most commonly per-

formed outpatient orthopaedic surgeries in the United

States and is typically performed in the setting of sports

injuries Although there is general agreement that axial and

rotational stability is important to provide in the course of

surgical reconstruction, the optimal method of doing so

remains controversial. Autologous BPTB is a commonly

used graft choice in ACL reconstruction, and anatomic

placement of the graft is generally sought. Two possible

methods of doing so are transtibial placement of the

Fig. 4 In the intact contralateral

knee (left column), relative to the

tibia, the femur underwent an

external rotation such that medial

anterior and lateral posterior dis-

placement occurred. In the ACL-

reconstructed knee (right col-

umn), a similar external femoral

rotation was seen. The example

shown is for a patient from the TT

group and was representative of a

typical case. The footprint mea-

sures for this patient were as

follows, indicating a posterior

medial tibial footprint and proxi-

mal anterior femoral footprint and

thus a vertical graft: ML% D =

�6%, TAP% D = 21%, DP% D =

8%, FAP% D = �16%, and

%Overlap = 48%. M = medial;

L = lateral.

Table 4. Mean ± SD patient-reported outcomes in the TT (n = 10) and AM (n = 10) groups*

Lysholm KOOS Tegner

Group Symptoms Pain Daily living Sports and recreation Quality of life Preoperative Postoperative

TT group 90 ± 8 86 ± 12 92 ± 8 98 ± 5 78 ± 21 70 ± 24 8 ± 1 7 ± 2

AM group 91 ± 9 86 ± 16 88 ± 14 94 ± 11 73 ± 24 62 ± 28 8 ± 1 6 ± 2

p value 0.71 0.95 0.85 0.43 0.63 0.51 0.26 0.51

* The performed statistical analysis indicated no difference for all measures between groups; TT = transtibial; AM = anteromedial; KOOS =

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score.
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femoral tunnel and creation of the femoral tunnel through a

separate anteromedial incision. However, it is not clear if

the graft footprints reproduced with the AM technique

equate to improved knee stability as compared with the

stability of the intact contralateral knee when compared

with the TT technique. We therefore asked the following:

(1) Does the AM technique achieve footprints closer to

anatomic than the TT technique? (2) Does the AM tech-

nique result in stability equivalent to that of the intact

contralateral knee? (3) Are there differences in patient-

reported outcomes between the two techniques?

There are several limitations to this study. The cohort of

this study was primarily composed of young active men.

Women were excluded from the study given the possible

differences in kinematics between males and females [16,

22, 39]. It is, therefore, important to consider that our

results may only represent the young active male popula-

tion. Although patients were instructed at the time of MRI

testing to relax their leg and not resist the applied loads;

some muscle activation was likely to occur to maintain that

position for the full scan time affecting stability measure-

ment. Because quadriceps strength and ROM are

considered factors that affect knee stability, the excellent

ROM and quadriceps strength in our cohort may have

contributed to the lack of statistical significance in the

stability measures [29, 37]. In addition, 11 patients had

meniscal pathology, composing less than one-third of the

meniscus, at the time of their ACL reconstruction. Because

the meniscus is considered to be an important secondary

stabilizer in the knee, such pathology may play a role in the

patient’s postoperative stability [2, 19, 28, 47]. The size

and type of meniscal defect may have attributed to dis-

crepancies in stability between knees as much as the ACL

reconstruction drilling technique [7, 14, 17, 48]. Another

factor that may play a role in postoperative stability is graft

tension [12, 18]. Although graft tension was not measured

in this study, it was confirmed for all patients using a

standard tension protocol. In addition, the use of a BTB

autograft in this study may have played a critical role in the

consistent displacement results seen because the reliable

bone healing may make these grafts more resilient to minor

deviations in anatomic positioning compared with ham-

strings or allografts [42, 49]. Selection bias, although a

limitation, was limited because a research associate selec-

ted the patients for this study not knowing the clinical

outcome of the patient and were selected randomly on the

technique that was done for their surgery and if they met

the qualifications for the study. In addition, we believe that

the combined experience of the surgeons involved also

minimized bias based on experience.

Achieving an anatomic footprint is considered critical to

achieving tibiofemoral stability after an ACL reconstruc-

tion [1, 3, 10, 11, 30, 38, 43], yet there is currently little

agreement on the ideal footprint placement of a single-

bundle ACL reconstruction. McConkey et al. [30] showed

that when 12 surgeons reviewed the femoral and tibial

tunnels in 72 cadaveric knees, there was poor agreement

(\5%) on what was considered the ideal tunnel placement,

although 88% of the femoral tunnels and 78% of the tibial

tunnels were created within the study criteria [4]. An

anatomic femoral footprint with the TT technique can be

achieved if the tibial tunnel is placed further posterior and

medial [11, 34]. In our study, the tibial footprint created

with both the AM and TT techniques was further posterior

and medial of the intact contralateral footprint. Similar to

Bowers et al. [11], we found that the posterior placement of

the tibial tunnel resulted in an anterior placement of the

femoral tunnel in the TT group. However, in contrast to

their findings [11], our results suggest that in the TT group,

the ACL reconstruction was shifted proximal of the intact

ACL footprint for all 10 patients, thereby resulting in more

vertical grafts. In stark contrast, six of 10 patients in the

AM group had ACL footprints, which were located distal

to the intact ACL footprint location. This is consistent with

others who have indicated that the AM technique more

accurately restores the native ACL footprint [1, 11, 44].

This is a clinically relevant finding, because vertical grafts

may be more subjected to rotational instability. However,

the differences in the footprint position, although statisti-

cally significant, were small and our study was

underpowered in terms of assessing clinical stability.

It should be noted that the results seen in this study were

restricted to 15� for the MRI analysis and 30� for the

arthrometer measurements. However, in yet-unpublished

work, gait analysis was also performed on these patients,

which indicated that the stability seen at these two flexion

angles was maintained throughout the full ROM. Future

study would benefit from larger cohorts, longer followup,

and gait and landing analysis to further study the clinical

differences, if any, between TT and AM techniques.

The measures of AP stability (KT-1000D) and rotational

stability (MAD, LPD, and RD), in this study, were found to

be equivalent between groups. These results are consistent

with Schairer et al. [38] and Sim et al. [40] who found no

difference in AP translation compared with the intact knee

with either the TT or AM technique. This is in contrast to

Bedi et al. [9, 10] who found the AM technique to result in

more accurate positioning of the ACL footprint compared

with the TT technique, which corresponded with less tibial

translation according to the Lachman and pivot shift test as

tested on five matched cadaveric knee pairs. In regard to

rotational stability, Schairer et al. noted more total tibial

rotation in the TT group compared with the AM group [38].

In addition, Sim et al. found that when torque was applied,

the modified TT technique, which placed the tibial tunnel

in the posterolateral quadrant of the intact footprint, failed
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to restore intact anterior tibial translation at both 0� and 30�
compared with the AM technique, which only failed to do

so at 30�. However, similar to our study, Sim et al. [40]

went on to conclude that both techniques were similar in

their ability to restore rotational stability of the knee. The

similar results in our patient cohorts could be attributed to

the fact that the surgeons erred for a more anatomic posi-

tion, especially for the femoral socket. Similarities in the

tunnel positions likely led to similarities in graft obliquity

and stabilized the knee equally in both groups.

In addition, in this small, selected group, we found no

differences between the techniques in terms of activity

scores, validated knee scores, or the KOOS score. This

agrees with some of the findings by Alentorn-Geli et al. [4],

who demonstrated no differences in Lysholm or Tegner

scores; however, they did find improved International Knee

Documentation Committee scores in those undergoing an

AM portal-based reconstruction. Koutras et al. [27]

demonstrated no differences in Lysholm scores at 6 months

in patients undergoing hamstring autograft when compar-

ing TT versus AM groups using hamstring autograft.

Although are results are in agreement with some of the

findings in these studies, our study was not powered to

detect significant differences in this regard.

In conclusion, although the AM portal drilling may

place the femoral footprint in a more anatomic position,

clinical stability is similar as long as attempts are made at

creating an anatomic position of the graft. Therefore, sur-

geons who feel more comfortable creating the femoral

tunnel through the tibia may expect similar outcomes

assuming the tunnels approach the anatomic locations.
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Appendix 1

Summary of key terms

Key

term

Description

KT-

1000D

The difference in KT-1000 measurements between the

ACL-reconstructed knee and the intact contralateral

knee

MAD The difference in medial anterior displacement, of the

femur with respect to the tibia, between the ACL-

reconstructed knee and the intact contralateral knee

LPD The difference in lateral posterior displacement, of the

femur with respect to the tibia, between the ACL-

reconstructed knee and the intact contralateral knee

Key

term

Description

RD The difference in femoral rotation between the ACL-

reconstructed knee and the intact contralateral knee

ML%D The difference in the mediolateral % position of the tibial

footprint between the ACL-reconstructed knee and the

intact contralateral knee; a positive value indicates the

ACL reconstruction footprint is shifted lateral of the

intact ACL footprint

TAP%D The difference in the AP % position of the tibial footprint

between the ACL-reconstructed knee and the intact

contralateral knee; a positive value indicates the ACL

reconstruction footprint is shifted posterior of the intact

ACL footprint

DP%D The difference in the distal-proximal % position of the

femoral footprint between the ACL-reconstructed knee

and the intact contralateral knee; a positive value

indicates the ACL reconstruction footprint is shifted

proximal of the intact ACL footprint

FAP%D The difference in the AP % position of the femoral

footprint between the ACL-reconstructed knee and the

intact contralateral knee; a positive value indicates the

ACL reconstruction footprint is shifted posterior of the

intact ACL footprint

ACL = anterior cruciate ligament.
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